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Non-Eucttidean Properties of Plane Gubies and of their 
First and Second Polars. 

BY HENRY FREEMAN STECKER. 

This paper is in continuation of a paper* on the same subject and assumes a 
knowledge of the terms and results given there. 

We derive first one or two theorems which come simply from results of the 
former paper. Consider relation (B), p. 35, of the paper mentioned. This relates 
to focal lines, but to such pairs as do not pass through the same absolute point. 
For any focal line there are six others which have no absolute point in common 
with it. Consider relation (B) for two of these in connection with the original 
focal lines. Then that ratio becomes 

.xa2 . xbA sin x2sin- 
2ki 2ki = const. (1) 

sin xa4 sin x 
2ki 2ki 

Hence: If we consider two focal lines through the same absolute points, and the 
chords joining their third intersections to the third intersection of any focal line 
having no absolute point in common with either of them, then if the ratio of the sines 
of the N. E. D. from any point of a cubic to these two chords be multiplied by the 
ratio of the sines of the N. E. D. from the same point of the cubic to the two focal 
lines, this product is constant for all _points of the cubic. 

Again, if we consider (B) in relation to a pair of directors. Then, from (33) 
and (B), we find 

SiD? mn 2kT 
sin2 m n = const., (2) 

Si 2ki 
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400 STECKER: Non-Euclidean Properties of Plane 

where m and n are the N. E. D. from any point of the cubic to one director of 
either pair. Hence: The ratio of the square of the sines of the N. E. D. from any 
point on a cubic to two directors (one in each pair) multiplied by the ratio of the 
sines of the N. E. D. from any point of a cubic to the poles of the chords of third 
intersectiona, this product is constant for all points of the cubic. 

Consider any two points, 0 and P, on any secant line cutting a plane cubic 
in points c1. From any pair of directors, d1 and d2, whose focal lines have no 
common absolute point, let fall perpendiculars, Pi and P2, upon this secant line. 
Let ai and bi be the lines joining ci with d1 and d2 respectively. Connect 0 
with d1 and d2 by lines ,B, y; also P with the same points by lines a, A. Then 

1. a2 Xix 2_ 2 

(sin -i )2_ (Sin $k'@)+ (sin 2 

where pi is the intercept between c, and the foot of p1. Likewise, 

(sin 2ki) (sin 2Y)2+ (sin PJ' 

where yi is the intercept from c, to the foot of p2. 
But the ratio of the left-hand member of these equations is a constant A for 

all points of the plane cubics. This gives: 

sin2 X1' + sin2 2! =x sin2 2ki + x sin2 P2 
2ki 7c 2ki 2ki 

and from these equations we find: 

2ki 2lei 

sin2k x sin2 1=0. (3) 2ki ~2ki 

sin2 x-1 sin2 k 1 
si 2ki s 2ki 

Or, changing the form a little, we may say: 

Thte expressionE HtL Sin 2kii sin 21 vanishes for all points of a plane 

cubic. 
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If we puit OP = sin'la and OPi=sin-'ai, also write (aam)_ 
a. 

V 1-a21 

we find, when P is on the second polar of 0 with respect to the cubic 
1,2,3 

z sin ai sin- a, sin- I(aak)- 0, (4) 

and if P is on the first polar, 
1, 2, 3 

sinl a, sin- (aaa) sin-1 (aak) 0. (5) 
j*k 

We find also: 

sin oP= (9) (91) |(6) 
I(ai) (ai1) 

and | cos 2k. (131) 

sinoi sin - 

sin 2ki, (90 

where (hk) /sin2 2hk. + k2 sin2 Pi 
2ki 2ki 

Combining these, we are able to say: 
When P is on the second _polar of O, the expression 

1, 2,3 c (31) | 
Cos 2i (131) 

sin- 2kisin-' 2k 

i*j*k si | 31sin 2ki 

s ((fl) (/31) cos 2ki (31) 

(aLi) (al) sin 2ki (f) 11 

vanishes for all points of the c?ubic. If P is on thefirst polar, the above expression, after 

the second factor is replaced by sin- 2li 1 vanishes for 
\(at) (al) sin 2ki (fui) 

all points of the cubic. 
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Consider the tangent to the first polar through P. Call 0, the angle which 
a makes with oP; 02i the angle which a makes with ai. Let d' and d" be the two 
directors of the first polar and r, and r2 the distances, respectively, from d' and d'I 
upon the tangent through P. Also r, and r7 meet the tangent in points n1 and n2. 
Take 03 the angle made by the tangent and n,dj; 04 by n1d7 aild Pd1 ; 05 by the 
tangent and Pd; 06 by r, and Pd,T Let j be the corresponding angles for d2 
and d"f. Then if we write H0 for 

ssin sin 0?3 sin 
2k s' 2k' 2k' 

0 04 0,6 sin sin sin - 

we find: sin a *H /l 
2ki 2ki' 

sin b = H. sin 73r, 2ki 2ki' 

and from these: sin r 
H1o 2ki constant). 

s2ki 

But sin r 
sin 24, is also constant, so that we may state: The expression t 2ki 2k 

H, siln 2ki 
-ts constant for all points of a cubic. ai meets OP and divides it into 

H i r2 

two parts, say mi and ni; the latter on the side of P. Then we find from the 
above: (8). sin m4 = a sin 7q,VH0JH,; ac is constant and n1li the angle made by 
ai and 3. 

We have also: 

Cos 2k Cos. 2, + X, sin n, i 2ki 2ki' 2ki sn2ki' 

cos 27 Cos Mi i3 + 4 sin 2b sin m 2kw h2ki 2ki' 

where Xi are constants. 
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From these, remembering that the ratio of the sines or cosines of a, and bl' 
is constant, we find: 

tan 2kis ' (er = constant). 
Similarly: 

cos2ki = cos2ki cosk 2k' s ki 2ki 

a, n a 01 a. . - cos 2k = cos k Ccos2+cos 2 sin 2k& sin- ,2ki 2ki 2ki 2k' k 2ki' 

From these we find: 

k coS - Cos 
sin ,= ctn a, 2ki 2ki 

2ki 
x, cos - coS -l cos a 

cos 2ki 2/o k k 

1-cos 
cos 2-.t = cos a2k2 2kt n, 2ai ___ 0 i C 

cos 2 cos- - cos 2. os- 2ki 2k' 2/2i 2k'vZ 
where X is constant. 
From these we find cos ai: First write: 

A=-1-Cos a,2k' B = X cos 2 .-cos 

and C = X Cos -2ki cos 2k' -cos a cos 1. 

Then: 1/ C22 cos ai = G / p (A2 +B2+ C02 +V (A2 +B2 1 C2)- 4A202 

or say: Dc cos ai= C 

and sin ai= 2p, where A / (02_ A"2 - /(A2+ B+ C2) 

Then we have: 

2ki=tan-' ? , say tan-lM, 

2ki cos- 
1 AD, say c M2i. 
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Then, for all points of a first polar, we have: 

1,2,3 tanM- I M., tani- l fu 0, 
cos-' Mi cos1 Ma, 

i *j 

and for all points of a second polar: 

tan,3 I a,n- 
0. 

cos1 M2Ai 
i*j 

Consider next P as on the first polar of 0 with regard to the cubic; also d 

and d" a pair of directors of this first polar. Let P be joined to each by lines cl 
and C2 respectively. Let cl make with d'd, an angle 01; also od' an angle { with 
oP. Let the corresponding angles for d"I be 02 and 2. Then: 

sin , 

sin cin =i2k'.OP 
2ki sin 2ki' (i=1,2). 

C2 

But 2k. i 2k. is constant, say equal to A, so that 

sin isin ~ 

sin i 21z sin -. + sin-1*1d sin OP -.A 

K2Y )si ~2 k 

Solving this for sin 2OP , we have: 

The sine of the N. E. D. from pole to first polar wvith regard to any cubic is 

equal to: 

%I sin n2k sin 2Y 

Lsin2 -1 sin2 62 + sin2 2 sin 2k ' sin sin j2] 

where Al and a2 are constants, such that 2 + X2 = 1; and the ? to mean that when 
one sign is used the other cannot be. The angle fj and , have the meaning given 
above. 
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z,, was the angle which ac makes with fi and 7i2i the angle made by bi 
and y. Then 

a,Xi S bi 
Mi 7ii 

8__ sink 
sin = sin 2 ki = s7in 27it 

p1sin 
Pk Sin 2 

where P1 and P2 are angles imiade by OP with 3 and y respectively. Then since 

sin ai 

2ki is constant for all points of a cubic, we have: If 0 is a fixed point, then 
sin 2ki. 
the ratio of the sines of the angles formed by lines from 0 to a pair of directors, 
with lines joining these directors to a point of the cubic is constant for all points of 
the cubic. 

sin -___1 sin -f2 
Let the ratio q2k be the constant K; also the ratio s k in. Then 

sin sin 

we find: sin2 2 -sinP sin2 m- 
2k'l 2k' 2ki 

___ 2 PI 2 1 
s2i n~ sin2 -sin sn2k' 2k' 2ki 

and from this we find: 

Sin 2ki 2k' 

where t is constant and equal to csc A 1 

Then, for nii, we find: 

sin !-_ 
sin 2k' a sin a 2k'si bI 

2k' sin 8i 2ki sinbs 2ki' 
2w e 2ay 

where g-1 'is the angle made by n, and a; q2 that by n, and 6. 
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And hence: 

/a2 sin 4 7%2- sin 4 A9 

2ki 2k' 2kt ' 2Y 

and from these we get: 

The express8ons: sin- I e sin 2k' 

1-,23 x2 712 ti - i4 81 

sin-'2k2' 

(X2- 1) sin2 2 i sin2 !91 'V ~~~~~2k' 2k' 

and 1,2,3 sin- __ sin -_t sin-er sin 7t'j 1,2,3 5~~U ' 5111 2k' 2k' 

i =ftjX21 2ksin 4f72i 41 %/a2 sin4 - sin4 81 

sin 1 / 2~~~k' 2k' j' 2k' 2k' 
sin -si2 ~ sn sin/(2 1 i2li 

;(%2-1) sin2 t2i s in 2 '81 (%2_1 SiX12 '%Ij Sji2 
81 

~~ (~~~.i) 2 2k' V 2k in 

vanish for all points of the second polar, respective first polar of any cubic. 
Let the tangent to the first polar at P meet a pair of focal lines of this polar 

in points x1 and x2. Represent the distance from 0 to x1 and x2 by 11 and 13 

respectively. 
Let Ii make an angle *i with OP. From a non-euclidean property of the 

conic the distance Pxl equals Px2 or say t,- t2. Then we have: 

cos 2k._= cos - cos + cos sin sin 
2ki 2ki --2ki 2k' 2k 2ki 

_o 2 o_ 
OP 12 6_)OS si t2 snOP cos 2 = cos-2k cos-2k + cos -k- sin-2k sin k 2ki 2~s !ki C"2ki 2k' 2k 2ki 

and from these: 

OP / 12 1l.)-s 
OP 4i 1' (o 2 ) C 2kI 2ki 2ki 

s 
2ki 2ki 2ki 2k' 
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or 12 0511 
OrtanP _ cos ki - Coski 

tan 2ki- -. _ __k N 
21sin C cos - Cos 

2ki 2k' 2k' 

To elinminate sin 2k , we have: 

cos cos i cos 2 + sin 4c (Co 1+ 62) sin 2 2ki 2ki 2ki 2i 2k' 2ki 

and from this we find: 

sin k = /i(1-M+s i-2 + ) 

where M= cos Cos 12 and s= sin 11 cos (6l + 0)2) so that sin is a func- 2ki k 2ki \~2k' /2ki 

tion of 4i and cai only. Represent this function by < ( then we may state: 

If 0 is the pole of a point P on the first polar with regard to a cubic, and if the 
tangent to this polar at P meet the focal lines in two _points, then 41 and 12, the dis- 
tances from 0 to these points and the angles ol and w2, which they make with OP, 
are connected by the relation: 

OP 
cos 

2ki 2/.k 
tan ..- 6kliai 

2k' 2k' 

In the same configuration, if we consider a pair of directors of the cubic, we 
get a simple relation between angles. 

The angles are 0i and 3 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), where 04 is made by OP and a; 03 
by a, and OP; while 01 and 02 are made at r, by t1 and a respectively; r1 being 
the line from xl to dl; St are corresponding angles for d2 and x2. Then we find: 

04 . 01 

2k si:n 03t sl 027 .2 
sin , 2sin ok' 2ki 

53 
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and 2 si l s C 2 

sinntb ok 2 2k' b2 

The emanin theorsin o th prvo sipprn1inov hedsacso 

2ki 
sin_ sin B2 2ki 

2k' 2k' 

sin4 sinO sin 4sin1 2k' 2k2k 2k' 
From these: The ratio of 0 

. 
0 -osin constant for all 

2~k' 2k' 2k' 2k' 

_poi,nts8 of a cubic. 
The remaining theorems of the previous paper all involve three distances or 

the ratios of such, and the developments from these are, it seems, complicated. 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y. 
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